
Sign in General 

 

Aries 

Key Word: Dynamic action 

General 

In Western astrology the twelve-star signs are based on the orbit of our Earth around the Sun - and have 

little connection with the stellar constellations. Aries is seen as the "first" sign of the Zodiac, as it starts 

at the exact moment day and night are of equal length - the Spring equinox. All the other signs are 

measured from this point. Signs have no manifest effect in themselves but are activated when planets or 

houses are placed in them. 

 The sign Aries is ruled by the planet Mars. Physically it is related to the head. It is said to have a 

masculine nature and is therefore more penetrative in its energy. Aries is a Fire sign, and this means a 

planet placed here will have a need to manifest itself in a very dynamic manner, and that the expression 

of personal identity through action is important. The desire to come first is paramount, and this comes 

to expression with a naive effervescence and inexperienced innocence. It is a world of knights and 

princesses. As Aries is also a Cardinal sign, its energy is manifested in dynamic bursts. Short-term goals 

are important and tangible results are achieved rapidly. 

 People with a strong emphasis in this sign will have leadership and pioneer traits, though there 

is a tendency to impulsiveness and a short temper. Impatience and egocentricity need to be tempered, 

and greater awareness of the needs of others should be developed, if conflict and tension are to be 

avoided. 

Taurus 

Key Word: Stability 

General 

In Western astrology the twelve star signs are based on the orbit of our Earth around the Sun - and have 

little connection with the stellar constellations. Aries is seen as the "first" sign of the Zodiac, as it starts 

at the exact moment day and night are of equal length - the Spring equinox. All the other signs are 

measured from this point. Signs have no manifest effect in themselves but are activated when planets or 

houses are placed in them. 

 The sign Taurus is ruled by Venus. Physically it is related to the throat. It is said to have a 

feminine nature and is therefore more passive and receptive in its energy expression. Taurus is an Earth 

sign and as such relates to fruitfulness and stability. A planet placed in this sign will be a stabilizing 

influence and manifest its energy in a steadfast and determined manner. Taurus is also a Fixed sign, and 

this means that once a course is embarked on, it is rarely deviated from. Maintenance and care of 

existing conditions over long periods of time, and a reluctance to initiate change, are qualities of this 

sign. 

 Taurus is also connected with the resources of Nature, and the whole issue of value and worth. 

Therefore, it is associated with finance, worldly goods and security. People with a strong emphasis in 

this sign tend to be materialistic, and often get stuck in a rut. By periodically cutting their strong 

attachments they can gain greater perspective. There is a talent for relaxation and enjoyment of sensory 

pleasures. 

 



Gemini 

Key Word: Communication 

General 

In Western astrology the twelve-star signs are based on the orbit of our Earth around the Sun - and have 

little connection with the stellar constellations. Aries is seen as the "first" sign of the Zodiac, as it starts 

at the exact moment day and night are of equal length - the Spring equinox. All the other signs are 

measured from this point. Signs have no manifest effect in themselves but are activated when planets or 

houses are placed in them. 

 The sign of Gemini is ruled by the planet Mercury. Physically it is related to the hands and lungs. 

It is said to have a masculine nature and is therefore more outwardly oriented in its energy expression. It 

is an Air sign, and this means that it relates to communication, mental contact and social principles. It is 

also a Mutable sign which enhances flexibility and adaptability. Planets placed in this sign will often 

reflect on personal intelligence, bringing a tremendous curiosity and a need to exchange ideas with 

other people in a social environment. 

 Negative manifestations of Gemini influences are a flightiness and unreliability, and a tendency 

to get involved with too many things at any one time. There is a love of ideas, but no inner need to put 

them into practice. Nevertheless, this influence confers great mental insight, though there is often some 

kind of split in connection with planets placed in this sign. Planets here manifest considerable versatility 

and mental skills regarding all forms of communication. 

Cancer 

Key Word: Attachment 

General 

In Western astrology the twelve-star signs are based on the orbit of our Earth around the Sun - and have 

little connection with the stellar constellations. Aries is seen as the "first" sign of the Zodiac, as it starts 

at the exact moment day and night are of equal length - the Spring equinox. All the other signs are 

measured from this point. Signs have no manifest effect in themselves but are activated when planets or 

houses are placed in them. 

 The sign of Cancer is ruled by the Moon. Physically it is related to the breasts and stomach. It is 

said to have a feminine nature and is therefore more reactive in its energy. It is a Water sign, and as 

such is connected to the world of emotion and the instincts. It is also a Cardinal sign, which means that 

planets placed here will express themselves in a very dynamic fashion - especially in matters connected 

with care and protection. This sign is associated with motherhood and the family. There is a great 

sensitivity on an inner level, but rather a secretive nature. Loyalty and attachment, sentimentality and 

hanging on to the past, are all characteristics associated with Cancer. 

 Planets in this sign will often reflect a vulnerable character and oversensitive nature. There is 

also a possessive streak, and a tendency to be emotionally smothering. Nevertheless Cancer confers a 

strong intuitive nature and deeply-held feelings. There is a strong attachment to the home and 

awareness of the environment. Planets in Cancer come to expression most clearly in connection with 

the home and family. 

 

 



Leo 

Key Word: Self-expression 

General 

In Western astrology the twelve-star signs are based on the orbit of our Earth around the Sun - and have 

little connection with the stellar constellations. Aries is seen as the "first" sign of the Zodiac, as it starts 

at the exact moment day and night are of equal length - the Spring equinox. All the other signs are 

measured from this point. Signs have no manifest effect in themselves but are activated when planets or 

houses are placed in them. 

 The sign Leo is ruled by the Sun. Physically it is related to the heart and back. It is said to have a 

masculine nature and is therefore more extrovert in its energy. As a Fire sign, Leo is connected with the 

principle of identity, and as it is also classed as a Fixed sign, planets placed here have a stabilising effect, 

conserving and building individual character. There is a strong creative manifestation and self-

expression connected with the sign - planets placed in Leo act in a dramatic way and need to experience 

themselves reflected in their surroundings. 

 When planets are expressed negatively in this sign there will often be pride, narcissism and self-

importance. When expressed positively there is a warmth and joy in being, and a playful, romantic 

nature. This sign is associated with children, charisma and entertainment. Planets in Leo act with 

authority and power, exerting a compelling influence on others. Greater balance can be attained if the 

capacity to see oneself objectively is cultivated. 

Virgo 

Key Word: Organization 

General 

In Western astrology the twelve-star signs are based on the orbit of our Earth around the Sun - and have 

little connection with the stellar constellations. Aries is seen as the "first" sign of the Zodiac, as it starts 

at the exact moment day and night are of equal length - the Spring equinox. All the other signs are 

measured from this point. Signs have no manifest effect in themselves but are activated when planets or 

houses are placed in them. 

 The sign of Virgo is ruled by Mercury. Physically it is related to the digestive system. It is said to 

have a feminine nature and is therefore more reactive in its energy. As an Earth sign, it relates to 

material things and practical manifestation, relating to work, the body and organization principle. As a 

Mutable sign it is adaptable - and this manifest as a talent for discrimination and analysis. 

 Planets in this sign express themselves in a perfectionistic way and give rise to a tendency to 

both criticism and self-criticism. There is a drive to work hard and a strong motivation to be helpful and 

of service to others. The work principle is exalted, and there is a need to organize people socially in 

relation to work. There is a tendency to analyze everything and compartmentalize information. The 

rational mind is dominant, and greater balance could be achieved if the ability to allow fantasy and 

irrational impulses could be cultivated. 

 

 

 

 



Libra 

Key Word: Balance 

General 

In Western astrology the twelve-star signs are based on the orbit of our Earth around the Sun - 

and have little connection with the stellar constellations. Aries is seen as the "first" sign of the 

Zodiac, as it starts at the exact moment day and night are of equal length - the Spring equinox. 

All the other signs are measured from this point. Signs have no manifest effect in themselves 

but are activated when planets or houses are placed in them. 

 The sign of Libra is ruled by Venus. Physically it is related to the kidneys. It is said to have 

a masculine nature and is therefore more socially outgoing in its nature. As an Air sign it relates 

to the mentality and social relationships, and as a Cardinal sign there is a dynamic expression to 

the energy. There is a motivation to achieve social or relationship goals. This sign is known for 

the ability to be diplomatic and create harmony. 

 Planetary energies in Libra are keyed towards attaining balance. There is a strong 

concern with the principles of fairness and justice, and great interest in getting people to 

function smoothly together. Planets here are motivated for partnership, and there is a 

willingness to compromise for the sake of a harmonious relationship. It can be an advantage to 

balance this consciousness of others with greater self-awareness and self-assertion. 

 

Scorpio 

Key Word: Emotional depth 

General 

In Western astrology the twelve star signs are based on the orbit of our Earth around the Sun - 

and have little connection with the stellar constellations. Aries is seen as the "first" sign of the 

Zodiac, as it starts at the exact moment day and night are of equal length - the Spring equinox. 

All the other signs are measured from this point. Signs have no manifest effect in themselves 

but are activated when planets or houses are placed in them. 

 The sign of Scorpio is traditionally ruled by Mars, although Pluto has also been assigned 

rulership since its discovery in 1930. Physically it is related to the sexual organs and excretion. It 

is said to have a feminine nature and is therefore more passive in its energy expression. As a 

Water sign it relates to the world of emotions, particular the deep primeval emotions 

concerned with sexuality and survival. As a Fixed sign, its energy manifests in a stable manner, 

giving great determination and endurance. Planets in Scorpio seek to establish emotional 

security in a threatening world. Hence the association with jealousy and passion. 

 Anxiety in the face of the unknown and consequently a desire to be able to control what 

is going on leads to a certain obsessive quality in planets placed in this sign. There is a 

secretiveness and compulsiveness which is hidden under a facade of strong self-control. 

Instinctual knowledge, occult talents and psychological ability manifest themselves in Scorpio, 

because the character dwells on the inner emotional demons most people choose to ignore. 

 

 

 

 

 



Sagittarius 

Key Word: Insight 

General 

In Western astrology the twelve-star signs are based on the orbit of our Earth around the Sun - 

and have little connection with the stellar constellations. Aries is seen as the "first" sign of the 

Zodiac, as it starts at the exact moment day and night are of equal length - the Spring equinox. 

All the other signs are measured from this point. Signs have no manifest effect in themselves 

but are activated when planets or houses are placed in them. 

 The sign Sagittarius is ruled by Jupiter. Physically it is related to the pelvis, hips and 

thighs. It is said to have a masculine nature and is therefore more active in its energy 

expression. As a Fire sign it relates to the identity - specifically with the search to find a deeper 

meaning in human existence. It is therefore connected with religious and philosophical urges. 

As a Mutable sign, planets placed here express their energy in a flexible and changeable 

manner, with a certain restlessness or inconstancy. 

 Sagittarius in characterized by a love of truth and righteousness, and an unfortunate 

tendency to express it rather too directly, even when not asked. There is a love of open 

horizons and travel and a need to expand on an inner intellectual level. There is a pronounced 

urge to rise above the animal nature towards the divine, and an impatience with the trivial 

issues in life. A dislike of superficiality may result in intolerance for the ordinary niceties 

between people. 

 

Capricorn 

Key Word: Ambition 

General 

In Western astrology the twelve-star signs are based on the orbit of our Earth around the Sun - 

and have little connection with the stellar constellations. Aries is seen as the "first" sign of the 

Zodiac, as it starts at the exact moment day and night are of equal length - the Spring equinox. 

All the other signs are measured from this point. Signs have no manifest effect in themselves 

but are activated when planets or houses are placed in them. 

 Capricorn is traditionally ruled by the planet Saturn. Physically it is related to the knees, 

and to a certain extent the joints, skin and bones. It is said to have a feminine nature and is 

therefore more reactive in its energy expression. As a Cardinal sign Capricorn is goal-oriented, 

and channels energy into strategic planning to attain long-term results. As an Earth sign, goals 

tend to be practical and related to material interests. 

 Planets in Capricorn will express themselves in a determined and serious manner, 

striving for honor and recognition in society. There is a desire and ability to reach the top 

through challenging work and perseverance. Status and executive power are important - as is 

social position. There can be a certain formality and lack of spontaneity with planets in this sign, 

due to setbacks at initial stages of the life. There is a tendency to control feelings and exert 

considerable self-discipline, but it would be advantageous if a greater emotional sensitivity and 

concern for others could be integrated into the nature. 

 

 

 



Aquarius 

Key Word: Social ideals 

General 

In Western astrology the twelve-star signs are based on the orbit of our Earth around the Sun - 

and have little connection with the stellar constellations. Aries is seen as the "first" sign of the 

Zodiac, as it starts at the exact moment day and night are of equal length - the Spring equinox. 

All the other signs are measured from this point. Signs have no manifest effect in themselves 

but are activated when planets or houses are placed in them. 

 The sign Aquarius was traditionally ruled by Saturn, though Uranus has also been 

assigned rulership since its discovery in 1781. Physically it is related to the calves and ankles, as 

well as the circulation system. It is said to have a masculine nature and is therefore more 

outwardly oriented in its energy expression. As a Air sign it is very social, and shows itself in 

groups and social organizations. As a Fixed sign it has determination and staying power, and it is 

related to ideological convictions. 

 The Aquarius influence is expressed in rather a stubborn way as far as opinions are 

concerned, but the sign is also strongly related to social and humanitarian ideals. Planets in this 

sign express themselves in a unique and unconventional manner. This can lead to an experience 

of alienation or social isolation. Nevertheless, the energy of Aquarius is friendly and expresses 

itself in social relationships where shared ideals play a greater role than emotions. Aquarian 

energy is cool and detached, and a greater balance could be achieved if more warmth and 

identity could be invested in personality expression. 

 

Pisces 

Key Word: Transcendence 

General 

In Western astrology the twelve-star signs are based on the orbit of our Earth around the Sun - 

and have little connection with the stellar constellations. Aries is seen as the "first" sign of the 

Zodiac, as it starts at the exact moment day and night are of equal length - the Spring equinox. 

All the other signs are measured from this point. Signs have no manifest effect in themselves 

but are activated when planets or houses are placed in them. 

 Pisces is traditionally ruled by the planet Jupiter, though Neptune has also been 

assigned rulership since its discovery in 1846. Physically it is related to the feet and the 

lymphatic system. It is said to have a feminine nature and is therefore more responsive in the 

way its energy is expressed. As a Water sign it is concerned with the emotions, particularly 

those universal feelings which are associated with human predicament and suffering on Earth. 

As a Mutable sign Pisces disseminates energy sporadically and without specific direction. Pisces 

goes where the wind blows. 

 Planets in Pisces express themselves sensitively and in a rather diffuse manner. The sign 

channels intangible impulses, and planets here are very receptive to signals on an ethereal 

level. There is a strong tendency to dream and fantasize, and an inclination to feel a sense of 

martyrdom. The enhanced emotional sensitivity in Pisces is often channeled into creative 

outlets, particularly in connection with music and film, but also in connection with Nature, and 

people who need social care. Pisces is the sign of dreams, disappointments and spiritual 

enrichment. 



 

 

 


